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An effective alarm management program is essential to safe and effective plant operations. This whitepaper provides an overview of the lifecycle stages included in ISA18.2-2016 – Management of Alarm Systems for the Process Industries. Following that is a listing of DeltaV™ Distributed Control System and AgileOps™ Operations Management Software alarm operations capabilities, plus related alarm management services that enable a complete, robust and sustainable alarm management program compliant with the standard. This paper also addresses how Emerson products and services fit into each stage of the ISA-18.2 lifecycle.
Introduction

This document describes how the DeltaV distributed control system and related alarm management products and services from Emerson combine to provide a complete and effective foundation for implementing and sustaining an alarm management program that conforms to industry standards.

Why implement an alarm management program? All too often, process control systems are implemented with little attention given to the justification of and expected operator response to alarms. The near-zero engineering effort required to create alarms, combined with many new alarm sources, has contributed to their proliferation. The result is a heightened risk for alarm floods and nuisance alarms, with consequential adverse effects on product quality, process efficiency, equipment protection, environmental incident and personnel safety.

There are two primary industry standards that outline alarm management requirements:


Prior to publication of the standards, the primary industry reference was EEMUA 191 Alarm Systems – A Guide to Design, Management and Procurement. However, where EEMUA 191 is a guide, ISA-18.2 and IEC 62686 are industry standards with normative clauses. Many control system owners in the past implemented alarm management programs based on EEMUA guidelines. They will be pleased to know that the standards are consistent with and build upon this prior publication.

This whitepaper cites ISA-18.2 throughout but is completely relevant to EEMUA-191 and IEC 62682.

ISA-18.2 is being rapidly adopted by the insurance industry and regulatory bodies as the basis for measuring good engineering practice relative to alarms. Thus, an effective alarm management program is becoming more than a guide to good operational practices for operating a safer plant; for some it will become a mandated business necessity.

Emerson recognizes that best practices around alarm management continue to evolve and actively participates with voting membership on the ISA-18 committee and with other groups such as the Center for Operator Performance.

The definition of an alarm is of central importance when establishing an alarm management program. ISA-18.2 defines Alarm as:

"audible and/or visible means of indicating to the operator an equipment malfunction, process deviation, or abnormal condition requiring a timely response"

Note that this definition requires two key characteristics for an alarm and implies a third:

- Abnormal – The items in the definition that initiate the alarm are all abnormal. A notification may indicate a normal (planned and expected) condition; this is not an alarm by definition.
- Action (response) – There is an available and required action for the board operator associated with this notification. If the board operator can just silence/acknowledge the noise and then do nothing else without consequence, this is not an alarm.
- Consequence (implied) – An undesirable result is likely to occur if no or inadequate corrective action is taken – if no potential negative consequence exists, no action is necessary; hence this is not an alarm.

Emerson adds two more characteristics for an alarm:

- Relevant – The alarm is understandable to the operator and is needed in the current operating state of the plant.
- Unique – No other alarm will sound to alert the operator of the same condition or event.

Overview of ISA-18.2 Lifecycle

ISA-18.2 – Management of Alarm Systems for the Process Industries (ISA-18.2 for short) provides a lifecycle framework for owners to manage every aspect of the alarm system.

- Philosophy – The usual starting point in the alarm management lifecycle is the development of an alarm philosophy. The philosophy provides guidance for all other lifecycle stages. It includes key definitions like the definition of an alarm, which by itself is a critical element to alarm management. It takes into account the alarm handling capabilities of the control system and other site-specific considerations. It can include guidance for how to configure common alarm types. The philosophy ensures the processes for other lifecycle stages are planned and documented.
- Identification – The identification stage provides a list of candidate alarms for the rationalization (the next lifecycle stage). Identification sources can include P&ID reviews, process hazard reviews, layer of protection analysis, incident investigations, environmental permits, etc. To ensure that the results are useful as an input to the alarm rationalization stage, it is helpful to document the cause, potential consequence, expected response, and the time to respond for each suggested alarm originating from one of these reviews. Emerson usually recommends that the complete identification list should include all standard alarms on all tags configured in the control system, with alarms suggested from other sources labeled. Any lesser list will invite an incomplete and potentially non-optimum rationalization.
Rationalization – In the rationalization stage, each potential alarm is tested against the criteria documented in the alarm philosophy to justify that it meets the requirements of being an alarm. The consequence, response time, and operator action are documented. Alarms are analyzed to define their attributes (such as limit, priority and classification). Alarm limit (aka setpoint or trip point) determines at what process value the alarm will annunciate. Alarm priority is an indication of relative urgency of response and is typically based on the severity of the consequences and the time to respond. Classification identifies groups of alarms with similar characteristics (e.g. environmental or safety) and common requirements for training, testing, documentation, or data retention. The results of the rationalization are documented in a master alarm database.

Detailed Design – In the detailed design stage, alarms are designed to meet the requirements documented in the alarm philosophy and the rationalization. Poor design and configuration practices are a leading cause of alarm management issues. Alarm design includes the basic alarm design, advanced alarm design, and HMI design. Basic design incorporates setting parameters such as deadband (aka hysteresis, to avoid chattering) and on/off-delay time (delays the initiation or clearing of an alarm). Advanced alarm design includes dynamic alarming, alarm shelving or other advanced techniques (described in other whitepapers). HMI design incorporates basic and advanced features to display alarms to the operator so that they can effectively detect, diagnose, and respond.

Implementation – The implementation stage addresses putting approved alarms and alarm revisions into operation. It includes the activities of training, testing, and commissioning. Testing and training are ongoing activities, particularly as new instrumentation and alarms are added to the system over time or process design changes are made.

Operation – During the operation stage, an alarm performs its function of notifying the operator of the presence of an abnormal situation. Dynamic alarming will monitor the state of the plant and make appropriate alarm changes automatically as plant state changes. Key activities in this stage include exercising the tools the operator may use to deal with alarms such as alarm displays, shelving functions, and accessing information gathered during rationalization such as an alarm’s cause, potential consequence, corrective action, and the time to respond.

Maintenance – The process of placing an alarm out-of-service transitions the alarm from the operation stage to the maintenance stage. In the maintenance stage, the alarm does not perform its function. The standard describes the required and recommended elements of the procedure to remove an alarm from service and return an alarm to service.

Monitoring and Assessment – This lifecycle stage encompasses data gathered from the operation and maintenance stages. Assessment is the comparison of the alarm system performance against the stated performance goals in the philosophy. Key metrics include the average and peak alarm rates, and the % of time in flood. If too many alarms are presented to the operator in too short a period of time, the operator will not be able to respond effectively. Recommended metrics are summarized in the next section. Another key activity during this stage is identifying “nuisance” alarms - which are alarms that annunciate excessively, unnecessarily, or do not return to normal after the correct response is taken (e.g., chattering, fleeting, or stale alarms). Another important activity in this stage is comparison of the actual configured alarm attributes against approved values as documented in the master alarm database (detection of unauthorized changes). Findings from this stage give rise to proposed corrective actions.

Management of Change – The management of change (MOC) stage includes the activity of review and authorization for all changes proposed to the alarm system. This includes corrective actions proposed by monitoring and assessment and alarm revisions proposed in rationalization and detailed design. MOC is applied to any alarm change, including the additions, modifications, and deletions. Some alarm changes may require a less rigorous MOC than others, depending on impact to operations. MOC requirements are detailed in a facility's alarm philosophy. Alarm changes may only be configured in the control system after MOC approval. A facility may elect to require MOC for changes to the alarm philosophy as well. Changes to philosophy can and will impact alarm configuration.

Audit – The audit stage is primarily focused on the periodic review of the work processes of the alarm management system. The goal is to maintain the integrity of the alarm system throughout its lifecycle and to identify potential areas of improvement. Audit verifies that work processes are followed and that they are consistent with the alarm philosophy and with applicable standards. The alarm philosophy document may need to be modified to reflect any changes resulting from the audit process.

### ISA-18.2 Recommended Alarm Metrics

The following table, copied from ISA-18.2, is a summary of the alarm system performance metrics recommended by the standard. These are the performance goals that are used as target values in monitoring and assessment. These alarm performance metrics are based upon analysis of at least 30 days of data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Target Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annunciated alarms per time</td>
<td>Very likely to be acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annunciated alarms per hour per operator console</td>
<td>~6 (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annunciated alarms per 10 minutes per operator console</td>
<td>~1 (average)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Target Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of 10-minute periods containing more than 10 alarms</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of alarms in a 10-minute period</td>
<td>≤10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of time the alarm system is in a flood condition</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage contribution of the top 10 most frequent alarms to the alarm load</td>
<td>&lt;1% to 5% maximum, with action plans to address deficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity of chattering and fleeting alarms</td>
<td>Zero, action plans to correct any that occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stale alarms</td>
<td>Less than 5 present on any day, with action plans to address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annunciated priority distribution</td>
<td>3 priorities: ~80% low, ~15% medium, ~5% high or 4 priorities: ~80% low, ~15% medium, ~5% high, ~&lt;1% highest Other special-purpose priorities excluded from the calculation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important note is that while ISA-18.2 requires that alarm systems are to be monitored and assessed, the standard does not require any particular metric or its value. The above table lists recommended metrics and values only. These values are based on generally accepted norms for human capabilities. Emerson accepts the above as default values in AgileOps.
Emerson offers a number of alarm management solutions. Following is a summary list:

- Teaching principles and practices of alarm management
- Developing alarm management philosophy or reviewing / editing existing owner’s philosophy
- Leading a complete alarm management project
- Facilitating alarm rationalization
- Designing and applying dynamic alarming configuration
- Alarm system assessment and auditing, performed by a qualified alarm management SME

Emerson’s AgileOps™ Operations Management Software:

- **AgileOps Performance Analytics** – gathers alarm data from the DeltaV events log and develops reports of alarm system performance. Standard and custom reports are available. Customizable metrics and targets are also available.
- **AgileOps Database** – provides a master alarm database as required by ISA-18.2, including current approved alarm attributes, rationalization tool with documentation of complete results, and comparison of the control system configuration against the approved values. AgileOps also ties rationalization data (causes, consequences and expected responses) directly into DeltaV to provide operator help information.
- **AgileOps Dynamics** – performs dynamic alarm management by continuously monitoring the control system to detect changes in operation using pre-designed case logic, and automatically writes pre-determined alarm attribute changes to the control system upon case changes. Includes the capability for designing and editing case determination logic and alarm configuration by case. AgileOps is capable of complex logic, multiple cases and multiple alarm modifications.
- **AgileOps Alarm Shelving** – Emerson’s advanced alarm shelving tool. Includes both manual (operator action) and automatic shelving (system shelves an alarm after it has been active for a pre-set time) with access control.
- **AgileOps Safety Integrity** – AgileOps tracks the integrity of your safety system by monitoring degradations and trips to determine if your safety system is operating normally, operating in a degraded state, or if a safety function is active. Degraded state is usually characterized by a bypass, bad instrument indication, deviations between/among redundant instruments, or final element failures. Other indications that a facility may want can also be included in the degraded state indication. Reports are available to identify the number of incidents and total time a system is degraded or tripped.
- **AgileOps Operational Limits** – Monitor bypasses, interlocks, operating envelopes, and integrity operating windows (IOWs). Track frequency and time in degression on a unit, facility, or enterprise basis. AgileOps includes reports and dashboards to aggregate metrics at a site or organization level while also allowing you to drill down to the details for a specific state or instance.

Native DeltaV alarm handling tools:

- **Alarm Help** – online access to alarm rationalization results (causes, consequences, responses).
- **Conditional alarming and dynamic alarming** – tools available for modifying alarm parameters when needed for the simpler situations (simple logic, a few alarms at a time).
- **Alarm Mosaic** – Provides a quick overview of related alarms in an easy to review format. Useful in alarm flooding situations and for troubleshooting.
The following table identifies specific challenges and where the above Emerson solutions fit for each stage of the ISA-18.2 lifecycle. More details and examples are provided in other whitepapers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle Stage</th>
<th>Lifecycle Stage Deliverables</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Available Emerson Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>• A site-specific document defining alarm management practices and principals.</td>
<td>• Education on the ISA-18.2 standard.</td>
<td>• 2-day course on Alarm Management practices and principles - on-site, virtual or at Emerson facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Development of a site document compliant with ISA-18.2 normative requirements.</td>
<td>• In-office and on-site services to formulate the philosophy with site stakeholders and subsequent preparation of an ISA-18.2 compliant document by a qualified alarm management expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• For facilities that already have an in-place philosophy, services to review the document(s) and suggest improvements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification and Rationalization</td>
<td>• A master alarm database with complete documentation including: alarm justification, priority, alarm thresholds consistent with the time allotted for operator action, expected operator action, potential consequences of non-response, possible causes, and other documentation as needed.</td>
<td>• Availability of owner personnel to commit time required for a complete rationalization.</td>
<td>• Pre-rationalization services, where a qualified alarm management specialist provides a complete preliminary alarm rationalization, including documentation of causes, consequences, actions, priority and recommended dynamic (state-based) alarming design. The customer rationalization team need only to review the Emerson recommendations rather than developing the design from scratch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Selection of a master alarm database application that provides good productivity for rationalization of potentially thousands or even tens of thousands of alarms.</td>
<td>• Ongoing rationalization facilitation assistance services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Auditable demonstration of good engineering practice and management of change.</td>
<td>• AgileOps Database – master alarm database and rationalization documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Consistency of alarm requirements and design.</td>
<td>• AgileOps Dynamics – dynamic (state-based) alarming - to avoid or mitigate alarm floods and ensure that all annunciated alarms are relevant in the current operating state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Productivity of the customer staff tasked to perform rationalization.</td>
<td>• AgileOps Alarm Shelving – advanced alarm shelving. Reduce / eliminate unneeded standing or stale alarms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailed Design</td>
<td>• Operator graphics conducive to good operator situational awareness.</td>
<td>• Efficient, accurate translation of the alarm design specification from rationalization to an actual alarm in the DeltaV system.</td>
<td>• Pre-engineered DeltaV system display dynamos and color pallets optimized according to Human Centered Design (HCD) principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Basic alarm design, optimized to eliminate nuisance alarms.</td>
<td>• Efficient implementation of dynamic alarming and advanced shelving as required to eliminate alarm floods and stale alarms.</td>
<td>• DeltaV native conditional alarming built into the AI, PID, ALM and other common use function blocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Advanced alarming design.</td>
<td>• Operator graphics that are conducive to efficient alarm response</td>
<td>• Pre-engineered control modules, faceplates and detailed displays for accomplishing first out and dynamic alarm flood suppression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Expert engineering services (alarm management and HMI SMEs) to apply best engineering practices for maximum application of native.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• DeltaV features, advanced alarming applications, and advanced HMI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AgileOps Database – master alarm database and rationalization documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AgileOps Dynamics – dynamic (state-based) alarming - to avoid or mitigate alarm floods and ensure that all annunciated alarms are relevant in the current operating state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• AgileOps Alarm Shelving – advanced alarm shelving. Reduce / eliminate unneeded standing or stale alarms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle Stage</td>
<td>Lifecycle Stage Deliverables</td>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Available Emerson Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Implementation | ■ Activation of alarm designs in the running system.  
■ Execution of operator training and testing required.  
■ Transferring alarm knowledge gained in rationalization to the operator.  
■ Capturing alarm knowledge possessed by expert senior operators.  
■ Making large numbers of changes on a running control system. |  
| Operations | ■ System tools and methods enabling operators to manage alarms effectively at all times.  
■ Avoiding alarms before they happen wherever possible.  
■ Ensuring operator awareness of alarms.  
■ Ensuring expected operator action.  
■ Providing operators the tools needed to avoid or manage alarm floods. |  
■ Advanced Operator Displays, which include abnormal condition indicators and process trends to identify drifting values or excursions before alarms or interlocks must act.  
■ DeltaV system alarm sounds, designed to easily identify the operator position and alarm priority in multi-operator control rooms.  
■ DeltaV alarm descriptions, allowing precise labeling of every alarm for certain operator identification.  
■ DeltaV SIS Alarm groups, enabling precise identification of SIS alarms as well as easy navigation to the proper operator graphics.  
■ DeltaV Alarm Help for in-context access to alarm-specific guidance, linked to rationalization results.  
■ DeltaV alarm banner with native alarm prioritization and area eclipsing, to identify the most important alarms.  
■ AgileOps Database – master alarm database and rationalization documentation, with help information directly linked to DeltaV.  
■ AgileOps Dynamics – dynamic (state-based) alarming - to avoid or mitigate alarm floods and ensure that all annunciated alarms are relevant in the current operating state.  
■ AgileOps Alarm Shelving – advanced alarm shelving. Reduce / eliminate unneeded standing or stale alarms.  
■ DeltaV Alarm Mosaic, a graphical alarm list designed to reduces stress during an alarm flood and aid root cause identification, with activation history view for shift transition review. |  
| Maintenance | ■ System tools and methods enabling approved personnel to manage removing alarms from service.  
■ Ensuring visibility to and accountability for restoration of critical alarm to active service. |  
■ DeltaV alarm removal from service, allowing suppression independent of operator shelving with reason entry and recording.  
■ AgileOps Alarm Shelving – advanced alarm shelving tool, including capability to manually shelve alarms, provide shelved alarm reports, and control access to shelving functions. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifecycle Stage</th>
<th>Lifecycle Stage Deliverables</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Available Emerson Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monitoring and Assessment     | - Periodic key performance measurements against targets in the site Alarm philosophy.  
- Lists identifying nuisance alarms (fleeting, chattering, stale, most often suppressed, etc.).  
- Identification and correction of unauthorized changes to alarm configurations or attributes.                                                                                                                                   | - Collecting and managing raw alarm events and deriving meaningful actionable analytics.  
- Generating metrics tailored to the site alarm philosophy.  
- Providing management stakeholders with high level customized alarm KPI reports and dashboards for multiple systems and operator positions.  
- Enforcing master alarm database settings.                                                                                                                                         | - DeltaV Event Chronicle, to capture alarms, events and user actions  
- DeltaV Plantwide Event Historian, to aggregate alarms and events from multiple systems and other sources  
- AgileOps Performance Analytics – complete and flexible data collection and reporting tool to accurately evaluate alarm system performance against established metrics.  
- AgileOps Database – master alarm database and rationalization documentation, with Synchronize to verify and enforce approved alarm attributes. |
| Management of Change          | - Auditable documentation showing alarm system changes are done in accordance with the site alarm philosophy.                                                                                                                                                                           | - Enforcing Authorization policies.                                                                                                                                                                      | - DeltaV system security and user rights management, providing access control down to individual parameters.  
- DeltaV electronic signatures policies.  
- DeltaV Event Chronicle, capturing every user transaction in the operating environment.  
- DeltaV Configuration Audit Trail, capturing changes in the engineering environment including alarm help.  
- AgileOps Database - Master alarm database and rationalization documentation, with change tracking and approval. |                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| Audit                         | - Determination that the alarm management processes are followed as documented in the site alarm philosophy, and that the philosophy conforms to accepted standards.                                                                                                          | - Obtaining an expert independent view.                                                                                                                                                                 | - A processes and practices assessment against both ISA-18.2 principals and site alarm philosophy, performed by a qualified alarm expert.  
- An operator Interview program, conducted by a qualified alarm expert.                                                                                                                         |
Alarm Operations

Alarm management functions that directly and daily affect the operator and system control engineer are called Alarm Operations in the DeltaV System, distinct from Alarm Analytics and Alarm Rationalization. Alarm Operations functions are core components of the DeltaV system. Alarm Operations is the subject of another complete whitepaper available from Emerson.

Learn More

Additional whitepapers along with product demonstration videos and product data sheets describing DeltaV system alarm management solutions are available on-line, at www.emerson.com/alarmmanagement.